She Was The Last One

As a kitten, GoGo lived on the streets of Brooklyn Maryland. She was picked up and taken into the home of an elderly couple that liked cats. GoGo grew up quickly with the three other cats that lived in the home. It was not long before GoGo had her first litter.

Her kittens were given away to homes in the low income neighborhood. Soon there were not enough people to take the kittens and the blue eyed cats started to multiply in the home. GoGo was trapped in a life of reproduction because she fell into the hands of people that did not have the resources to get her spayed.

When it became evident that the Brooklyn Park and Brooklyn Maryland neighborhood needed Spay Neuter Outreach, Rude Ranch and The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook helped get the resources to reach at risk cats. These cats were the ones that were not going to get help unless someone went to the homes to get them. They needed to be transported to a clinic and all costs covered. Word spread through the neighborhood and people started asking for help to get their pets spayed and neutered.

While she recovered from surgery she was unable to work. GoGo had something wrong with her mouth and needed help. To Mary, GoGo was all that was left of her parents but she couldn’t afford GoGo’s medical expenses and did not want her to suffer. With tears in her eyes and a heavy heart, she was considering surrendering GoGo to the shelter where

GoGo was now 7 years old and the home she was in had over 40 cats. Several cats and kittens went to shelters and rescues. GoGo and many other cats were transported to Rude Ranch’s Spay Spa & Neuter Nook where they were spayed and given vaccinations.

Mary, one of the elderly couple’s daughters scrubbed and painted the home. Mary also went to churches and local charitable organizations to get clean sheets and household items for the house. Once the house was ready, GoGo and the spayed cats were returned. Over the next few years, both of Mary’s parents and most of the cats passed away. GoGo, the last cat in the home, went to live with Mary. GoGo did well in Mary’s home for two years, until Mary had to have major surgery.

While she recovered from surgery she was unable to work. GoGo had something wrong with her mouth and needed help. To Mary, GoGo was all that was left of her parents but she couldn’t afford GoGo’s medical expenses and did not want her to suffer. With tears in her eyes and a heavy heart, she was considering surrendering GoGo to the shelter where
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Welcome to our Spring Newsletter!

I hope everyone had a happy and relaxing holiday season with your families and pets! At Rude Ranch the time flies by! So much has happened since I wrote this letter for our Fall, 2019 Newsletter!

I am proud to announce that the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook, our high quality, low cost surgery clinic is continuing to provide life saving assistance to animals. We’ve crossed another milestone, providing over 50,000 spay/neuter surgeries in just over 7 years! (7 years, and 1 month!) More importantly, thanks to the efforts of the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook and many others, we are starting to see a noticeable drop in the numbers of unwanted and homeless animals surrendered to local animal controls and lower euthanasia rates throughout the state! Anne Arundel Animal Care and Control actually ran out of adoptable dogs for a day or two last month! I am also happy to announce our SAVECats (Spay And Vaccinate Every Cat) program has already had a significant impact on the number of stray, feral and community cats euthanized at our county Animal Care and Control. After only 18 months, the euthanasia rate has dropped by over 50%! I expect this program to have a significant impact throughout Anne Arundel County for many years.

Looking ahead, we are excited to participate in our 9th Annual Bags, Bracelets, Baskets and More Bingo event, on April 5th. We also plan to attend several pet expos and spring fairs over the next few weeks to encourage everyone to have their pet spayed or neutered.

In closing, I want to extend a special thanks to our adoptive families, contributors, supporters and volunteers who are vital to our success saving abandoned and neglected animals and putting an end to the euthanasia of companion animals. Without you, we could not help the animals.

Sincerely,
Robert J. Rude
Executive Director

Wanted: Volunteers!

Do you want to help animals? Do you want to talk to other people that are helping animals? Do you have a few hours between 8 am and 3 pm Monday - Friday? We Want You! The Rude Ranch Sanctuary, Spay Spa & Neuter Nook and SAVECats all have a variety of volunteer positions. Email us at info@ruderanch.org for more info!

A Helping Paw

Mia might have had a home and family at some point in her short life. Unfortunately, that home didn’t work out and Mia ended up on her own living with several other community cats on a small strip of land between a restaurant and an apartment complex. The cats have a caretaker that loves them. Unfortunately, one day not long ago, Mia was in an accident (most likely hit by a car) and suffered extensive injuries. She had a bad fracture to her front leg. She had an infected de-gloving injury, crushed and dislocated toes on her hind leg.

Although Mia would never let her caretaker pet her, this time she knew she needed help and allowed her him to put her in a carrier. She was rushed to a veterinary hospital for evaluation. During her initial vet exam, the veterinarian recommended euthanizing her because she was a community cat and her life wouldn’t make a difference. Mia’s caretaker felt that wasn’t an option and asked Rude Ranch if we could help. Fortunately Spay Spa & Neuter Nook surgeon Dr. Kip Imperato was able to come in on his day off to help Mia.

By now the injury to her hind leg was infected and the infection was spreading up her leg. Likewise, several bones in her paw were damaged beyond repair. Dr. Imperato felt the best course of action was to amputate the crushed toes and infected tissue. He also felt the fractures on her front leg could be set, but she would need 2 months of cage rest. Fortunately, Rude Ranch could help. So far, Mia is recovering well and should make a full recovery!

She Was The Last One

Continued from page 1 she could either get help or the shelter could end her suffering.

She was evaluated by Dr. Kip Imperato (one of Rude Ranch’s surgical veterinarians), and it was determined she needed several teeth pulled. Dr. Imperato was able to do the surgery at minimum cost. Fortunately, GoGo came through like a trooper and recovered quickly. It wasn’t long before both GoGo and Mary fully recovered and able to go back to their everyday lives together! Everyone here at Rude Ranch was happy we were able to provide the resources needed to keep this little family together.

A Note from our Executive Director

Robert J. Rude
Executive Director

Saving Lives,
Four Paws At A Time

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, Inc.
3200 Ivy Way
Harwood, MD 20774
Phone: 410.798.9559
Email: info@ruderanch.org
www.ruderanch.org

Please consider a $10 monthly donation to help us continue our mission to save animals! Even small donations go a long way to helping our cause.

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, Inc. is a non-profit organization dedicated to the rescue, care and adoption of homeless animals in the Maryland and DC area. Our goal is to find permanent loving homes for adoptable animals placed in our care; to provide a safe haven and individualized care tailored to the needs of each animal; and to work to end the question of animal welfare.

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, Inc.
Board of Directors
Kate Chandler, Event Chair
Robert J. Rude, President
Robert J. Rude, Executive Director
Dr. Robert L. Harrison, DVM
Director of Animal Care
Dr. Diane VanSlegtenhorst, MD
Director of Animal Health
Lynn Hopkins
Director of Animal Welfare

Your Donation...

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue relies on donations and volunteers to carry our mission to save animals. We receive no federal, state or local funding. Your donation(s) of any amount total a year’s worth of food and other resources to save animals in need! Your donation is tax deductible. Please click here for information on tax deductions. Thank you!

Your Donation supports the care and support of animals in need.

YES, I would like to help the animals... 

Name: ____________________________ Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: _______ Zip: _______
Phone: ____________________________ Email: ____________________________

Please check one: | $250 | $100 | $50 | $25 | Other $_________ I would like to volunteer

Our Mailing Address: Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, 3200 Ivy Way, Harwood, MD 20774

New! Donate online with your MasterCard, Visa, or American Express! Go to www.RudeRanch.org and click on the “PayPal” button. Enter your name and tax deductible donation. Thank you!

Animal Rescue
Animal Rescue

Pledge to volunteer! By January 31, 2020, you will help at least one more of your favorite animals live a healthy, happy life! We appreciate your support.

Dedicated To The Rescue, Care And Adoption Of Homeless Animals

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue
3200 Ivy Way, Harwood, MD 20774 • 410.798.9559 • www.RudeRanch.org
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SAVECats at Work: Curtis Bay

The SAVECats program is helping homeless cats and kittens in all “Corners” of Anne Arundel County. One of our larger projects this year was 60 - 80 cats at the Patapsco Water Treatment Plant in Curtis Bay. The employees at the plant were feeding and caring for the cats and kittens living in the buildings at the facility for years. A few employees have even taken a favorite kitten or cat home. Unfortunately, none of the cats were spayed or neutered and the number of cats living there kept increasing. While the employees were more than happy to feed and look out for them, they needed the cats to stop reproducing.

SAVECats volunteers coordinated with the Treatment Plant Employees and did a “mass trapping” of over 25 cats on a Sunday. Our goal was to get as many cats and kittens as possible. We held a special “all hands” day at the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook the next day to spay/neuter these extra cats. Once these cats were returned to “full duty,” the remaining cats and kittens that were living in smaller families in some of the buildings were rounded up and spayed or neutered.

Thanks to our generous supporters, Rude Ranch and the SAVECats program were able to fund the surgeries and vaccines.

The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook: Saving Lives One Spay at a Time

The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook, Rude Ranch’s High Quality Low Cost veterinary clinic is 71/2 years old and is still providing world class service and care to animals in the area. We’ve done over 50,000 spay/neuter surgeries since the clinic opened on October 16, 2012!

Thanks to the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook many animal controls, shelters and rescues in the area have seen significant decreases in the numbers of homeless, unwanted and accidental litters of puppies and kittens surrendered. As a result, animal controls and shelters are not having to euthanize as many homeless animals because there is no room for them.

The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook is available to anyone that wants to have an animal spayed or neutered, regardless of income level or geographical location. We do have some programs available to low income, senior citizens and disabled veterans for reduced fees. For more information or to make an appointment call the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook at 443.607.6496.

Do You Shop at Amazon.com?

Did you know you can shop Amazon.com and help Rude Ranch at the same time? Amazon.com’s new program, AmazonSmile will donate 5% of your purchases to Rude Ranch (or another registered charity) at no cost to you! It’s simple to sign up and everything from your existing Amazon.com account will still be there! To get started just go to Smile.amazon.com, sign up and start shopping!

Back By Popular Demand!

Bags, Bracelets, Baskets & More Bingo at Rude Ranch!

Back and even more ways to win this year! Get your bingo daubers out! Back by popular demand, Rude Ranch will hold a Spring Bags, Bracelets, Baskets & More Bingo on April 5! If you’ve never “bingoed” at a Bags, Bracelets, Baskets & More Bingo before, here’s how it works: For the low admission price of $25 you play 20 rounds of bingo, and are eligible for many door prizes. There are extra “special games” that feature additional prizes you can choose to upgrade to during the bingo. The winner of each round of bingo will receive a beautiful Vera Bradley, Coach or Kate Spade Bag, Pandora Jewelry or a Longaberger Basket filled with all kinds of useful gadgets, or a gift card or even a great Pandora, or Alex & Ani prize! The doors open at 11 AM on April 5 and games begin at noon. Food and Bake Sale to benefit Rude Ranch!

The Bags, Bracelets, Baskets & More Bingo will be held at the Roland Terrace Democratic Club, 619 Matthews Ave, Brooklyn Park, MD 21225. For more info go to Rude Ranch’s website, www.RudeRanch.org, or call Linda Resuta at 410.916.1449. To reserve tickets (held at the door) send a check or money order to: Rude Ranch Basket Bingo, O/O Linda Resuta, PO Box 222, Glen Burnie, MD 21060. Please make sure to mail your check or before March 27.

Can’t make it to the Bingo but want to help anyway? You can donate towards one of the prizes! Just send check or money order (or use PayPal! Our account is donate@RudeRanch.org) to Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, 3200 Ivy Way, Harwood MD, 20776, and write Basket Bingo Donation in the memo field!

SAVECats Continues to SAVE Lives!

SAVECats (Spay And Vaccinate Every Cat) is continuing to save lives throughout Anne Arundel County and surrounding areas. The SAVECats program goal is to work with many communities, Anne Arundel County Animal Care and Control, local SPCAs, other animal welfare organizations and the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook to provide a comprehensive solution to Anne Arundel County’s problems with an overpopulation of community cats. In addition to encouraging neighborhood cooperation and harmony, SAVECats program is having a major impact at the county’s animal care and control agency. In 2017 the county impounded and euthanized 503 healthy community cats. In 2019, after SAVECats started, the county impounded and euthanized 241 community cats. That is a 53% decrease! Through SAVECats, the number of healthy euthanized community cats will become 0.

As SAVECats grows, we need more volunteers to help with a variety of tasks from data entry, trapping, transporting cats, and even talking to people about the program. To learn more about the SAVECats pro-gram, goto our website at https://aacsavecats.org. If you would like to help, fill out a volunteer form at https://aacsavecats.org/ volunteer/. If you would like to donate to this program, goto https://aacsavecats.org/donate/. If you are feeding stray, feral or community cats, or know of a colony of cats, please contact SAVECats at 443.607.2290. The SAVECats program will provide spay/neuter and vaccines for free!

Together we can turn Anne Arundel County into a place where animals are not killed because they are homeless!
Maggie the kitty was turned into Anne Arundel Animal Care & Control last April when her owner passed away. Once she settled into shelter life, it didn’t take long for her caregivers to realize that she was diabetic and needed insulin shots every day. Although the staff was able to get Maggie’s diabetes under control, it also meant that it would be difficult to find a home for her. Fortunately, there were enough open cages at the agency there was room to keep Maggie until the staff could find her a newhome. As a long term resident, Maggie moved into an admin office and started supervising the staff.

A few weeks later, Heidi saw Maggie’s plea for a home and instantly felt a connection to her and wanted to give Maggie a home. It turned out that Heidi had cared for multiple diabetic cats over the years. She understood how to monitor Maggie’s blood sugar and was comfortable giving insulin shots. She had even fostered special needs animals for her local humane society. Heidi would be the perfect home for Maggie, except, Heidi lived in Youngstown Ohio, over 300 miles away. Maggie had found the perfect home, she just needed a ride.

Not wanting Maggie to miss out on her forever home, the staff of Animal Control contacted Rude Ranch to see if we could give her a ride. Fortunately, we were able to help. On December 1 everyone at Animal Control stopped by to give a tearful goodbye and extra toys to Maggie as she set off on her new life. Seven hours later, Maggie met her new mom and immediately settled in. Everyone here at Rude Ranch was proud to be included in the effort to get Maggie a forever home.

**Trotting for Rude Ranch**

Some families celebrate Thanksgiving by watching parades, or playing football before the big meal. This is the third year the neighborhood of Eagles Passage celebrated Thanksgiving by holding a Turkey Trot 5k fund raiser to benefit Rude Ranch Animal Rescue. Lots of families braved the cold with their dogs (most of the cats did decide to sleep in on this one) to walk/jog or run the 5k through the neighborhood. The first place runners were rewarded with trophies and first place runners were rewarded with trophies and first place and second place. The winners got to enjoy a concatenation of Coldstone Creamery Ice Cream!

**Sips for Snips**

SAVECats, the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook and Rude Ranch held our first ever Sips for Snips extravaganza at the Chespioc Real Ale Brewery last October. In addition to the seventh annual Sips for Snips extravaganza event for helping to support the Chespioc Real Ale Brewery last October. In addition to the seventh annual Sips for Snips extravaganza, there were lots of great prizes, food trucks, entertainment and even two new favorite SAVECats kittens, Lilu and Lucky available for adoption (They did get adopted!) The Chespioc Real Ale Brewery also helped by donating a dollar from each pint sold. Everyone had a great time and the event raised over $1200 for the SAVECats program! We hope to do more events in the future.

**Why Do I Have to Worry About Heartworm?**

It’s an expensive part of your pet’s yearly vet exam...testing for heartworm and getting a prescription for heartworm preventative filled. You’ve probably wondered if it’s worth the money, but for your pet’s sake it is! Heartworm Disease is most common in dogs. However cats and ferrets are also susceptible. Heartworm disease is caused by the Dirofilaria immitis worm. This parasite infects your pet through mosquito bites. Once an animal is infected the worms mature and live in the heart, lungs, and associated blood vessels. This can cause severe lung disease and heart failure.

Unfortunately, while heartworm infections are found all over the United States, the mosquitos that carry this parasite are most commonly found on the East Coast and along the Mississippi River. It can take up to 7 months from the time your pet is bitten by a mosquito until mature heartworms begin attacking your pet’s organs. An adult heartworm can live up to 7 years in a dog, and up to 4 years in a cat.

Symptoms of Heartworm include coughing and excessive tiredness after minor activity. Trouble breathing and signs of heart failure. There is a treatment for animals once infected with heartworm but it is costly and can be toxic to the pet. Melarsomine dihydrochloride (which contains arsenic) must be injected deep into the pet’s back muscles over several days. The animal can develop serious complications such as blood clots in the lungs, and abscesses at injection sites. After treatment, the pet needs to be on cage rest for several months.

It is easy to keep your pet safe from heartworm disease through regular, year round use of a heartworm preventative. There are many products available including topical liquids applied to your pet’s skin and tablets and “chews”. Ask your veterinarian to help you decide which preventative is best for you and your pet.

**Can’t Adopt A Cat Right Now? Sponsor a Rude Ranch Cat!**

Want to help a homeless animal, but can’t take one more in? Sponsor a Rude Ranch long - term resident instead! Your tax deductible sponsorship of a Rude Ranch long - term resident for just $20 a month (67 cents a day) will provide food, kitty litter and toys for one of our special needs cats. The cats in this program include feral and abused cats, FIV positive and FELV positive cats. Right now most of our FIV cats have sponsors, but a lot of the feral and abused cats are still hoping for a sponsor.

For more information about our sponsorship program, visit our website at www.ruderanch.org and click on “Sponsor A Resident” or email rrar@ruderanch.org.
Starting Over

Maggie the kitty was turned into Anne Arundel Animal Care & Control last April when her owner passed away. Once she settled into shelter life, it didn’t take long for her caregivers to realize that she was diabetic and needed insulin shots every day. Although the staff was able to get Maggie's diabetes under control, it also meant that it would be difficult to find a home for her. Fortunately, there were enough open cages at the agency there was room to keep Maggie until the staff could find her a new home. As a long term resident, Maggie moved into an admin office and started supervising the staff.

Maggie spent several months supervising while medical records, staff scheduling, and many other administrative tasks were performed by her humans. Friends of Anne Arundel Animal Care and Control, (a non profit that fund raises for and promotes the animals housed atAACAC) took to social media and asked people far and wide to help Maggie find a home.

A few weeks later, Heidi saw Maggie’s plea for a home and instantly felt a connection to her and wanted to give Maggie a home. It turned out that Heidi had lived in Youngstown Ohio, over 300 miles from AACAC. Although she was uncomfortable giving insulin shots, she had even fostered special needs animals for her local humane society. Heidi would be the perfect home for Maggie, and instantly felt a connection to her and wanted to give Maggie a forever home.

Trotting for Rude Ranch

Some families celebrate Thanksgiving by watching parades, or playing football before the big meal. This is the third year the neighborhood of Eagles Passages celebrated Thanksgiving by holding a Turkey Trot 5k fund raiser to benefit Rude Ranch Animal Rescue. Lots of families braved the cold with their dogs (most of the cats did decide to sleep in on this one) to walk/jog or run the 5k through the neighborhood. The first place runners were rewarded with trophies and first pick of the snacks and treats, including Coldstone Creamery Ice Cream!

Sips for Snips

SAVECats, the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook and Rude Ranch held our first ever Sips for Snips extravaganza at the Chespioc Real Ale Brewery last October. In addition to the drinks and food, there were lots of great prizes, food trucks, entertainment and even two former SAVECats kittens, Lilo and Lucy available for adoption (They did get adopted!) The Chespioc Brewery also helped by donating a dollar from each pint sold. Everyone had a great time and the event raised over $1200 for the SAVECats program! We hope to do more events in the future.

Why Do I Have to Worry About Heartworm?

It’s an important part of your pet’s yearly vet exam—testing for heartworm and getting a prescription for heartworm preventative filled. You’ve probably wondered if it is worth the money, but for your pet’s sake it is! Heartworm Disease is most common in dogs. However cats and ferrets are also susceptible. Heartworm disease is caused by the Dirofilaria immitis worm. This parasite infects your pet through mosquito bites. Once an animal is infected the worms mature and live in the heart, lungs, and associated blood vessels. This can cause severe lung disease and heart failure.

Unfortunately, while heartworm infections are found all over the United States, the mosquitoes that carry this parasite are most commonly found on the East Coast and along the Mississippi River. It can take up to 7 months from the time your pet is bitten by a mosquito until mature heartworms begin attacking your pet’s organs. An adult heartworm can live up to 7 years in a dog, and up to 4 years in a cat.

Symptoms of Heartworm include coughing and excessive tiredness after minor activity. Trouble breathing and signs of heart failure. There is a treatment for animals once infected with heartworm but it is costly and can be toxic to the pet. Melarsomine dihydrochloride (which contains arsenic) must be injected deep into the pet's back muscles over several days. The animal can develop serious complications such as blood clots in the lungs, and abscesses at injection sites. After treatment, the pet needs to be on cage rest for several months.

It is easy to keep your pet safe from heartworm disease through regular, year round use of a heartworm preventative. There are many products available, topical liquids applied to your pet’s skin and tablets and “chews”. Ask your veterinarian to help you decide which preventative is best for you and your pet.

Get Your Groove On!

If you’ve ever been to Chespioc Real Ale Brewery, listened to music clips of various songs and marked it down on a bingo grid, chances are you’ve played Music Bingo! If you play Music Bingo on the third Wednesday of the month through September 16, then you also helped support our SAVECats program!

How does Music Bingo Work? Come on in to Chespioc Real Ale Brewery (2408 Crofton Blvd, Crofton, MD 21114) at 7 pm on the third Wednesday of every month. You will get two bingo cards for each round of bingo. (Purchase additional cards for each round with a donation to SAVECats!) During each round of bingo, the Bingo Caller will play clips of songs. You figure out the name of the song and if its on your card, “Daub” it. The songs in each round of bingo are all related to a specific thing such as Weird Al Yankovic, Food, or the Holidays. The first person to get Bingo wins a prize!

Can’t Adopt A Cat Right Now? Sponsor a Rude Ranch Cat!

Want to help a homeless animal, but can’t take one more in? Sponsor a Rude Ranch long - term resident instead! Your tax deductible sponsorship of a Rude Ranch long - term resident for just $20 a month (67 cents a day) will provide food, kitty litter and toys for one of our special needs cats. The cats in this program include feral and abused cats, FIV positive and FELV positive cats. Right now most of our FIV cats have sponsors, but a lot of the feral and abused cats are still hoping for a sponsor.

For more information about our sponsorship program, visit our website at www.ruderanch.org and click on “Sponsor A Resident” or email rrar@ruderanch.org.
**SAVECats at Work: Curtis Bay**

The SAVECats program is helping homeless cats and kittens in all “Corners” of Anne Arundel County. One of our larger projects this year was 60 - 80 cats at the Patapsco Water Treatment Plant in Curtis Bay. The employees at the plant were feeding and caring for the cats and kittens living in the buildings at the facility for years. A few employees have even taken a favorite kitten or cat home. Unfortunately, none of the cats were spayed or neutered and the number of cats living there kept increasing. While the employees were more than happy to feed and look out for them, they needed the cats to stop reproducing.

SAVECats volunteers coordinated with the Treatment Plant Employees and did a “mass trapping” of over 25 cats on a Sunday. Our goal was to get as many cats and kittens as possible initially. We held a special “all hands” day at the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook the next day to spay/neuter these extra cats. Once these cats were returned to “full duty”, the remaining cats and kittens that were living in smaller families in some of the buildings were rounded up and spayed or neutered.

Thanks to our generous supporters, Rude Ranch and the SAVECats program were able to fund the surgeries and vaccines.

**The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook: Saving Lives One Spay At a Time**

The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook, Rude Ranch’s High Quality, Low Cost veterinary clinic is 71/2 years old and is still providing world class service and care to animals in the area. We’ve done over 50,000 spay/neuter surgeries since the clinic opened on October 16, 2012!

Thanks to the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook many animal controls, shelters and rescues in the area have seen significant decreases in the numbers of homeless, unwanted and accidental litters of puppies and kittens surrendered. As a result, animal controls and shelters are not having to euthanize as many homeless animals because there is no room for them.

The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook is available to anyone that wants to have an animal spayed or neutered, regardless of income level or geographical location. We do have some programs available to low income, senior citizens and disabled veterans for reduced fees. For more information or to make an appointment call the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook at 443.607.6496.

**Do You Shop at Amazon.com?**

Did you know you can shop Amazon.com and help Rude Ranch at the same time? Amazon.com’s new program, AmazonSmile will donate 5% of your purchases to Rude Ranch (or another registered charity) at no cost to you! It’s simple to sign up and every thing from your existing Amazon.com account will still be there! To get started just go to Smile.Amazon.com, sign up and start shopping!
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**Back By Popular Demand! Bags, Bracelets, Baskets & More Bingo at Rude Ranch!**

Back and even more ways to win this year! Get your bingo daubers out! Back by popular demand, Rude Ranch will hold a Spring Bags, Bracelets, Bags & More Bingo on April 5! If you’ve never “bingoed” at a Bags, Bracelets, Bags & More Bingo before, here’s how it works: For the low admission price of $25 you play 20 rounds of bingo, and are eligible for many door prizes. There are extra “special games” that feature additional prizes you can choose to upgrade to during the bingo. The winner of each round of bingo will receive a beautiful Vera Bradley, Coach or Kate Spade Bag, Pandora Jewelry or a Longaberger Basket filled with all kinds of useful gadgets, or a gift card or even a great Pandora, or Alex & Ani prize! The doors open at 11 AM on April 5 and games begin at noon. Food and Bake Sale to benefit Rude Ranch! The Bags, Bracelets, Bags & More Bingo will be held at the Roland Terrace Democratic Club, 619 Matthews Ave, Brooklyn Park, MD 21225. For more info go to Rude Ranch’s website, www.RudeRanch.org, or call Linda Resuta at 410.316.1449. To reserve tickets (held at the door) send a check or money order to: Rude Ranch Basket Bingo, C/O Linda Resuta, PO Box 222, Glen Burnie, MD 21060. Please make sure to mail your check on or before March 27.

Can’t make it to the Bingo but want to help anyway? You can donate towards one of the prizes! Just send check or money order (or use PayPal! Our account is donate@RudeRanch.org) to Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, 3200 Ivy Way, Harwood MD, 20776, and write Basket Bingo Donation in the memo field!

**SAVECats Continues to SAVE Lives!**

SAVECats (Spay And Vaccinate Every Cat) is continuing to save lives throughout Anne Arundel County and surrounding areas. The SAVECats program goal is to work with many communities, Anne Arundel County Animal Care and Control, local SPCA’s, other animal welfare organizations and the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook to provide a comprehensive solution to Anne Arundel County’s problems with an overpopulation of community cats. In addition to encouraging neighborhood cooperation and harmony, SAVECats program is having a major impact at the county’s animal care and control agency. In 2017 the county impounded and euthanized 503 healthy community cats. In 2019, after SAVE-Cats started, the county impounded and euthanized 241 community cats. That is a 53% decrease! Through SAVECats, the number of healthy euthanized community cats will become 0.

As SAVECats grows, we need more volunteers to help with a variety of tasks from data entry, trapping, transporting cats, and even talking to people about the program. To learn more about the SAVECats program, goto our website at https://aacsavecats.org. If you would like to help, fill out a volunteer form at https://aacsavecats.org/volunteer. If you would like to donate to this program, goto https://aacsavecats.org/donate/. If you are feeding stray, feral or community cats, or know of a colony of cats, please contact SAVECats at 443.607.2290. The SAVECats program will provide spay/neuter and vaccines for free!

Together we can turn Anne Arundel County into a place where animals are not killed because they are homeless!
A Note from our Executive Director

Welcome to our Spring Newsletter!

I hope everyone had a happy and relaxing holiday season with your families and pets! At Rude Ranch the time flies by! So much has happened since I wrote this letter for our Fall, 2019 Newsletter!

I am proud to announce that the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook, our high quality, low cost surgery clinic is continuing to provide life saving assistance to animals. We’ve crossed another milestone, providing over 50,000 spay/neuter surgeries in just over 7 years! (7 years, and 1 month!) More importantly, thanks to the efforts of the Spay Spa & Neuter Nook and many others, we are starting to see a noticeable drop in the numbers of unwanted and homeless animals surrendered to local animal controls and lower euthanasia rates throughout the state! Anne Arundel Animal Care and Control actually ran out of adoptable dogs for a day or two a few months ago!

I am also happy to announce our SAVECats (Spay And Vaccinate Every Cat) program has already had a significant impact on the number of stray, feral and community cats euthanized at our county Animal Care and Control. After only 18 months, the euthanasia rate has dropped by over 50%! I expect this program to have a significant impact through our Anne Arundel County for many years.

Looking ahead, we are excited to participate in our 9th Annual Bags, Bracelets, Baskets and More Bingo event, on April 5th. We also plan to attend several pet expos and spring fairs over the next few weeks to encourage everyone to have their pet spayed or neutered.

In closing, I want to extend a special thanks to our adoptive families, contributors, supporters and volunteers who are vital to our success saving abandoned and neglected animals and putting an end to the euthanasia of companion animals. Without you, we could not help the animals.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Rude
Executive Director

Wanted: Volunteers!

Do you want to help animals?
Do you want to talk to other people that are helping animals?
Do you have a few hours between 8 am and 3 pm Monday - Friday?
We Want You!
The Rude Ranch Sanctuary, Spay Spa & Neuter Nook and SAVECats all have a variety of volunteer positions. Email us at info@ruderanch.org for more info!

Saving Lives, Four Paws At A Time

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, Inc.
3200 Ivy Way
Harwood, MD 20774
Phone: 410.798.9559
Email: info@ruderanch.org
www.ruderanch.org

Please consider typing your name to be added to our mailing list or leave us a message and we will contact you. Also, let us know if you are wanting to join our email list. Email your name and address to info@ruderanch.org.

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated to the rescue, care and adoption of homeless animals in the Anne Arundel and DC area. Our goal is to find permanent loving homes for adoptable animals by providing a safe haven and individual attention to each animal to encourage bonding to new families and to evaluate and prevent unhealthy situations and to help spread the word on the importance of spaying and neutering.

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, Inc.
Board of Directors
Katherine Ernest, Founder
Robert J. Rude	Executive Director
Dr. Robert L. Harrison, DVM	Director of Animal Care
Diane VanSiegem, MD	Director of Shelter Nutrition
Lynn Hopkins	Member at Large

A Helping Paw

Mia might have had a home and family at some point in her short life. Unfortunately, that home didn’t work out and Mia ended up on her own living with several other community cats on a small strip of land between a restaurant and an apartment complex. The cats have a caretaker that loves them. Unfortunately, one day not long ago, Mia was in an accident (most likely hit by a car) and suffered extensive injuries. She had a bad fracture to her front leg. She had an infected de-gloving injury, crushed and dislocated toes on her hind leg.

Although Mia would never let her caretaker pet her, this time she knew she needed help and allowed her him to put her in a carrier. She was rushed to a veterinary hospital for evaluation. During her initial vet exam, the veterinarian recommended euthanizing her because she was a community cat and her life wouldn’t make a difference. Mia’s caretaker felt that wasn’t an option and asked Rude Ranch if we could help. Fortunately Spay Spa & Neuter Nook surgeon Dr. Kip Imperato was able to come in on his day off to help Mia.

By now the injury to her hind leg was infected and the infection was spreading up her leg. Likewise, several bones in her paw were damaged beyond repair. Dr. Imperato felt the best course of action was to amputate the crushed toes and infected tissue. He also felt the fractures on her front leg could be set, but she would need 2 months of cage rest. Fortunately, Rude Ranch could help. So far, Mia is recovering well and should make a full recovery!

She Was The Last One

Continued from page 1

She was either get help or the shelter could end her suffering.

She was evaluated by Dr. Kip Imperato (one of Rude Ranch’s surgical veterinarians), and it was determined she needed several teeth pulled. Dr. Imperato was able to do the surgery at minimal cost. Fortunately, GoGo came through like a trooper and recovered quickly. It wasn’t long before both GoGo and Mary fully recovered and able to go back to their everyday lives together! Everyone here at Rude Ranch was happy we were able to provide the resources needed to keep this little family together.

YES, I would like to help the animals...

Rude Ranch Animal Rescue relies on donations and volunteers to carry out our mission to save the animals. We receive no federal, state or local government funding. Your donation of a few dollars, or a few hours of your time can go a long way toward helping our cause.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
Phone: ____________________________
Email: ____________________________

Funds can be sent to: Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, 3200 Ivy Way, Harwood, MD 20774

New! Donate online with your MasterCard, Visa, or American Express! Go to www.ruderanch.org and click on the ‘You be the hero’ button.

*We honor tax deductible donations through PayPal. Our surcharge is approximately 3%.

Does your employer have a matching donation program? If so, your donation will be doubled! Please send any matching donation documentation requirements to Rude Ranch and we will gladly process these. Thank you!

*With your help, we can keep our sanctuary small and clean by removing the stress and pain from the animals. Thank you for your support!

*With your help, we can keep our sanctuary small and clean by removing the stress and pain from the animals. Thank you for your support!

*With your help, we can keep our sanctuary small and clean by removing the stress and pain from the animals. Thank you for your support!
She Was The Last One

As a kitten, GoGo lived on the streets of Brooklyn Maryland. She was picked up and taken into the home of an elderly couple that liked cats. GoGo grew up quickly with the three other cats that lived in the home. It was not long before GoGo had her first litter.

Her kittens were given away to homes in the low income neighborhood. Soon there were not enough people to take the kittens and the blue eyed cats started to multiply in the home. GoGo was trapped in a life of reproduction because she fell into the hands of people that did not have the resources to get her spayed.

When it became evident that the Brooklyn Park and Brooklyn Maryland neighborhood needed Spay Neuter Outreach, Rude Ranch and The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook helped get the resources to reach at risk cats. These cats were the ones that were not going to get help unless someone went to the homes to get them. They needed to be transported to a clinic and all costs covered. Word spread through the neighborhood and people started asking for help to get their pets spayed and neutered. When GoGo’s family heard about the outreach and asked for help,

GoGo was now 7 years old and the home she was in had over 40 cats. Several cats and kittens went to shelters and rescues. GoGo and many other cats were transported to Rude Ranch’s Spay Spa & Neuter Nook where they were spayed and given vaccinations.

While she recovered from surgery she was unable to work. GoGo had something wrong with her mouth and needed help. To Mary, GoGo was all that was left of her parents but she couldn’t afford GoGo’s medical expenses and did not want her to suffer. With tears in her eyes and a heavy heart, she was considering surrendering GoGo to the shelter where GoGo had her first litter.

GoGo and Mary got the help they needed from Rude Ranch and The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook.
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When it became evident that the Brooklyn Park and Brooklyn Maryland neighborhood needed Spay Neuter Outreach, Rude Ranch and The Spay Spa & Neuter Nook helped get the resources to reach at risk cats. These cats were the ones that were not going to get help unless someone went to the homes to get them. They needed to be transported to a clinic and all costs covered. Word spread through the neighborhood and people started asking for help to get their pets spayed and neutered. When GoGo’s family heard about the outreach and asked for help,